Division Memorandum No. 26, s. 2018

To: All Elementary and Secondary School Principals/Heads
   This Division

FROM: ROY ANGELO E. GAZO
       Schools Division Superintendent

SUBJECT: Leadership Training and Election of Division Supreme Student Government (SSG) and Supreme Pupil Government (SPG) Officers

DATE: June 14, 2018

1. In adherence to DepEd Order (DO) No. 47, s. 2014 entitled Constitution and By Laws of the Supreme Student Government (SSG) and Supreme Pupil Government (SPG) in Elementary and Secondary Schools, there will be a Leadership Training and Election of Division SSG & SPG Officers on July 28, 2018 at Maigo National High School, Maigo, Lanao del Norte.

2. This training aims to:
   a. gain insights and learn spiritual, gender sensitive and social skills in life-like situations to enable them to meet the demands and challenges of the current situation; and
   b. recognize and appreciate positive Filipino values and that gear towards leadership and camaraderie.

3. Participants to this activity are all secondary and central elementary schools’ SSG & SPG presidents and advisers.

4. Host school is advised to prepare the venue and incharge in the opening program.

5. For immediate dissemination of and compliance with by all concerned.